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Abstract
This paper presents a methodology submitted to the
FinSBD-2 shared task to extract well formed sen-
tences, lists and items from noisy unstructured fi-
nancial PDF documents in English language. The
proposed architecture for document structure iden-
tification, is a combination of deep learning and
heuristic based approaches. We use two uni-
directional Long Short-Term Memory(LSTM) en-
coders to get the sentence split tokens from the set
of all the possible split points. Further, the outputs
are passed on to an attention based LSTM network
to select only the well formed sentences from all
the possible sentences. These outputs are merged
to ultimately produce all possible well formed sen-
tences. Apart from the sentences, lists and items are
identified using a combination of heuristics which
identify patterns in the data. The final F1 score,
0.217 on this task, is obtained by comparing the
start and end indices of sentences, lists and items.
We have presented another parameter, which is
used to evaluate the class coverage by checking
the overlap between the predicted and ground truth
sentences and obtained an average 40% class cov-
erage score. This metric is more useful for indus-
try researchers who require coverage of the content
rather than character level precision. The proposed
approach will empower both academia and indus-
try researchers in their effort to handle noisy doc-
uments for various NLP tasks by providing a sim-
ple, fast and robust approach to identify structure in
their documents.

Keywords:
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LSTM, Sentence overlap, Token classifier, Document struc-
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1 Introduction
A sentence forms the basic unit of text documents which are
used for a wide variety of tasks in Natural Language Process-
∗Equal Contribution. Listing order is random.
†Contact Author

ing (NLP) like Named Entity recognition (NER), translation,
speech recognition, topic segmentation etc. By definition, ”A
sentence is a set of words that is complete in itself, typically
containing a subject and predicate, conveying a statement,
question, exclamation, or command, and consisting of a main
clause and sometimes one or more subordinate clauses.”[1].
It can be clearly realised that it is imperative to clearly demar-
cate sentence boundaries from noisy text PDF documents so
that those sentences in the text can be processed to be used
in tasks similar to those mentioned above. Inaccuracy in de-
termination of clear sentence boundaries can lead to misrep-
resentation of sentence units which can affect the informa-
tion learnt by networks trained on such noisy data which in
turn would affect NLP applications. It is also equally impor-
tant to demarcate boundaries of list and items to understand
the structural and hierarchical features of the document. This
disambiguation increments the number of features for the net-
work to learn which drives more accuracy for NLP applica-
tions such as identifying procedure and steps.

A sentence boundary is defined from the first character in-
dex of the start token of the sentence to the the last character
index of the end token of the sentence. Similarly an item is
defined in a similar way excluding any unicode bullets, al-
phanumerics etc. at the starting or ending. A list majorly
comprise of a series of items under the same category clubbed
together which may include a header sentence.

In the past, this problem in the NLP domain has not gained
much importance to disambiguate sentences, list and item
boundaries. Heuristics have been long used to identify sen-
tence boundaries which are easy to setup, gives high speed
performance but the way each document is setup and format-
ted without any strict standard rule of formatting, the accu-
racy of identification takes a hit, therefore, it becomes imper-
ative to develop a robust way to identify such boundaries and
have a reliable and clear disambiguation of sentences, items,
lists as input data which is used for a wide variety of NLP
tasks like sentiment analysis, NER, translation, speech recog-
nition etc. This brings in the need for deep learning mod-
els which have gained importance recently which can learn a
wide variety of patterns, semantic, contextual, positional in-
formation etc.

To solve this challenging task of sentence, list and item
boundary detection, we have developed a deep learning
model supported by task specific rules. Through this paper,
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Figure 1: Sentence boundary identification architecture

our main contributions are as follows:
• We present a novel sentence boundary detection archi-

tecture which is able to give a competitive performance
on noisy PDF documents.
• We propose heuristics to identify lists and items in the

noisy PDF document.
• We propose content coverage evaluation metric which

evaluates content overlap rather than precise character
match.

The paper is structured as follows :- 1) Introduction section
presents the problem and the need to disambiguate sentence
boundaries while section 2 presents the research findings and
development in this field. Section 3 describes the particular
task for which the dataset description is given in section 4 and
section 5 describes the proposed model to solve this task. The
results are presented and discussed in section 6 and section 7
concludes the work which is followed by references.

2 Related Work
Traditionally the task of SBD has been solved using heuristics
and rules based on the regular grammar. One of the popular
approaches presented by Alembic information extraction [2]
built an extensive regular-expression-based approach to solve

this problem. There have been other rule-based approaches
by [3], [4] and [5]. Palmer et al.[6], however, recognized
the shortcomings of the rule based approaches which were
problem statement specific and required large manual effort.
Hence they developed the Satz system which predicted if any
punctuation mark was a sentence split point or not. They
were among the first to develop machine learning based ap-
proach for solving this problem and since then many machine
learning based approaches by [7], [8], [9], [10] and [11] ap-
proaches. Recently deep learning tools [12] have been used
to solve this problem which have been able to produce state
of the art results. Many of these approaches have however
been confined to clean texts and have tested their results on
WSJ corpus [13] and the Brown Corpus [7]. Azzi et al. [14]
presented their solution for detecting sentence boundaries in
Noisy text in the financial domain but their solution was lim-
ited to detecting sentences and not the lists and items con-
tained within these documents. Our work improves upon this
shortcoming to identify the lists and list items inside the noisy
PDF documents along with the identification of sentences
which can be used by any NLP system in their preprocess-
ing step to get state of the art performance.

3 Task Definition
The goal for the FinSBD-2 2020 Shared Task [15] is to extract
well segmented sentences identifying them by their start and
end indices along with lists and items in English and French.
This task is mainly split into two sub tasks :

1. Extraction of sentences, lists and items depicted by their
starting and ending indices.

2. Arranging the lists and items in a hierarchical manner.

This task is provided with financial PDF documents as the
training data along with a JSON corresponding to each PDF
document. Each JSON consists of raw text extracted from
the PDF and disambiguated clearly under each class such as
sentence, list, item, item1, item2, item3 and item4 which is
represented by their start and end index. Co-ordinates of these
boundaries are provided as well for spatial and visual cues.

In this paper we focus on the first subtask which includes to
disambugate text into sentence, list and item class in English
language

There are two other PDF documents provided with their
raw text exracted in a JSON file along with the spatial co-
ordinates. This acts as a testing set on which the final models
developed by all participating teams is evaluated. F1 scores
are calculated for each class and the average is taken for the
three classes (sentence, lists and items) for this subtask.

4 Dataset
The data that has been used was provided as part of the
FinSBD-2 2020 challenge which contained 6 noisy financial
PDF documents for training and 2 documents used for test-
ing. The data consisted json files for each document with the
start and end indices of each class namely - sentences, lists
and items, along with the complete document text available
as a single string. The coordinates of the starting and the end-
ing characters for each of the elements in the class were also
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Train data Val data Test data
#Docs 5 1 2

#Characters 1,322,767 169,546 558,611
#Tokens 290,092 39,816 141,138

#Sentences 7,282 788 2,450
#Lists 207 42 69
#Items 843 268 332

#OOV Tokens 1,079 248 443

Table 1: Corpus statistics. The number of characters, tokens, sen-
tences, lists, items and OOV words have been identified for each
document.

provided. From these 6 PDF documents, 5 have been used
for training our models while 1 was used for validation and
2 were used for testing. The data statistics for the documents
in each of these train, val and test splits have been provided
in Table 1. Data preprocessing involved cleaning the lead-
ing space characters from sentences and then tokenizing the
sentence using Spacy’s tokenizer [16]. The data was later
processed to get a list of all ’:’, ’\n’ and ’.’ tokens along with
a label to identify if the token was a positive split token (if it
led to sentence, list or item split) or a negative split token (if
it did not lead to sentence, list or item split).

5 Our Models
In this section we describe (1) our token classifier (2) sentence
classifier (3) sentence boundary detection algorithm and (4)
heuristics to identify sentences, lists and items from the text.

5.1 Token Classifier
Through our examination of the training data we identified
that the potential tokens which could act as sentence split to-
kens were three characters namely - ’\n’, ’.’, and ’:’, which
we call as potential sentence split tokens. Each sentence
would end with a potential split token, even those sentences
which do not have a visible punctuation mark, because in that
case, the sentence ends with ’\n’ token. The token classifier
model as depicted in Figure 1 illustrates how our model helps
us identify the potential sentence split tokens among all the
occurrences of these three tokens.

For every occurrence of any of these potential split tokens,
we do the following steps:

(a) Convert the previous 7 tokens and the next 7 tokens into
their corresponding POS tags.

(b) Convert these POS tags into their one hot vectors.

(c) Pass the previous 7 one hot POS encodings into a for-
ward directional LSTM [17] with the last timestep corre-
sponding to the token just before the potential split token
being classified.

(d) Pass the next 7 one hot POS encodings into a backward
directional LSTM with the last timestep corresponding
to the token just after the potential split token being clas-
sified.

(e) Concatenate the final hidden states of these two LSTM
encoders and pass a linear layer over it to classify if the

potential split token is a positive sentence split token or
not.

Domain specific documents contain several words which
are not present in the pretrained open-domain word embed-
dings. As a result, the POS embeddings helped us overcome
the ambiguity caused due to the out of vocabulary words
while keeping the model computationally less expensive. The
hyperparameter value of 7 has been taken as a large enough
value to allow the encoder to understand the flow of the POS
sequences, while being small enough to train the model ef-
ficiently. If on either sides of the point under consideration,
we find another potential split token before the span of 7 to-
kens then this smaller set of tokens are passed to the encoder.
This helps ensuring the independence of potential split tokens
from each other and does not allow error to propagate in the
case of incorrect prediction. The two unidirectional LSTMs
complement each other as the final state of the forward di-
rectional LSTM maps the flow of POS encodings from the
previous sentence and the backward directional LSTMs final
hidden state maps the reverse flow of the POS encodings from
the next sentence. These hidden states are then concatenated
which helps the model to understand how the flow of POS
tags, from both the previous as well as the next sentence, de-
termines the split of a sentence.

5.2 Sentence Classifier
Drawing inspiration from previous work in well formed natu-
ral language queries [18], the sentence classifier model identi-
fies if any given sentence is well formed or not. We were able
to achieve good results for this sub-task by using an attention
based LSTM model [19] as depicted in Figure 1.

This model tokenizes the sentences and then we use the
pretrained Glove embeddings to get the embedding of each
token present in the vocabulary. At each timestep (t), a word
(Wt) is embedded using these pretrained embeddings. An
LSTM encoder layer passes over these embeddings. At each
timestep, we get a hidden state (ht) which is followed by an
attention layer on top of it:

xt = Wewt, t ∈ [1,m] (1)

~ht =
−−−−→
LSTM(xt), t ∈ [1,m] (2)

ut = tanh (Wwht + bw) (3)

αt =
exp (ut

Tuw)

Σtαtht
(4)

v = Σtαtht. (5)

Here We represents the embedding matrix, xt represents
the embedded word, ht represents the hidden state of the
LSTM encoder at each timestep t, ut is a word level con-
text vector, αt is the attention weight to given to each word
in the input sentence and v is the final sentence [20] vector
which captures the information for that sentence. This is fol-
lowed by a linear layer to classify if the input sentence is a
well formed sentence or not.

This sentence classifier has been used by us in two ways,
namely :
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(1) Overcome the shortcomings of the token classifier.
(2) Identify the end points for lists.

This helps us facilitate in improving our identification of
the sentences, lists and items which has been explained in the
next section.

5.3 Sentence Boundary Identification
Through the output of the sentence classifier, it becomes
known if the sentence identified by the token classifier is a
well formed sentence or not. In case it is a well formed sen-
tence then we keep it, as it is. Otherwise, in case it is not
well formed sentence, we merge this sentence with the pre-
vious identified sentence and then pass the concatenated sen-
tences to the sentence classifier. In case these concatenated
sentences turn out to be well formed, we consider both of
these sentences as a single sentence. In case the concatena-
tion with the previous sentence is also not able to form a well
formed sentence then we try the same approach with the next
sentence from the token classifier. If that also does not yield a
well formed sentence, we skip this sentence. The result from
this merge algorithm gives us the final set of well formed sen-
tences.

5.4 Lists and Items Boundary Identification
The approach to detect items and thus the aggregated lists was
focused around patterns specific to lists. From the training
data, it was observed that 90% of items are either an alphanu-
meric pattern (”1.”, ”a.”) or a Unicode pattern which start with
a non-ASCII character to represent bullet points. After using
these heuristics to find the start indices of every item, the list
were aggregated by identifying:
(a) Co-occurrences of alphanumeric or Unicode class items

within a window of 7 sentences.
(b) Incremental co-occurrences of alphanumeric pattern-

based items(”1.” followed by ”2.”, or ”a.” followed by
”b.”)

Post this aggregation, the end index of the last item was
identified using the sentence classifier. Based on the potential
sentence split tokens, text blocks were added one at a time
to the last item until the sentence classifier categorised the
last item as well-formed. To account for inaccuracies in the
sentence classifier, a window limit of 4 was set up, meaning
not more than the next 4 text blocks were added to identify
the end of the last item, and thus the end of the list.

6 Results and Analysis
6.1 Evaluation Metrics
The official evaluation metric is based on matching the start
indices and end indices of sentences generated through the
proposed methodology which are matched with the ground
truth. finSBD 2020 has provided the start and end indices
ground truth of each PDF document. The final F1 score takes
an average F1 scores of all documents present in the test set.
Another metric which is the sentence coverage is evaluated
to illustrate the percentage overlap of the detected sentences
with the ground truth sentences. Both the metrics are de-
scribed below.

Document Class Precision Recall F1

Document 1

Sentence 0.67 0.62 0.64
List 0.00 0.00 0.00

Items 0.00 0.00 0.00
Average 0.22 0.20 0.213

Document 2

Sentence 0.71 0.62 0.66
List 0.00 0.00 0.00
Item 0.00 0.00 0.00

Average 0.24 0.21 0.22

Table 2: F1 score on 2 test documents

6.1.1 F1 scores
F1 score which is the geometric mean of precision and recall
which are defined in eq. (6) and (7). F1 scores depicted in
eq. (8) is calculated for each class i.e sentence, list and items
is evaluated for each document and a simple average is taken.
Predicted list, sentence or item is considered as a true posi-
tive if the start and end index generated with the help of the
proposed methodology matches exactly with that present in
the ground truth else it is treated as a false positive.

Precision (P ) =
True Positives

True Positives+ False Positives
(6)

Recall (R) =
True Positives

True Positives+ False Negatives
(7)

F1 Score = 2 .
P X R

P + R
(8)

The results on the 2 test documents provided are shown in
table 2.

6.1.2 Sentence Coverage
Sentences coverage is calculated by finding the percentage
overlap of the predicted sentence with the sentence present in
the ground truth. The formula to find this metric is presented
below in eq. (9).

SentenceOverlap % =
Len(Common substring)

Len(Ground truth sentence)
(9)

For ex. if the ground truth sentence is ”It is a good day.”
and the predicted sentence is ”good day”, the common sub-
string will be ”is good day” which has a length of 11 charac-
ters. Length of the ground truth sentence in this case will be
16. The corresponding sentence overlap wll thus be 68.75%.

The percentage overlap is calculated for each predicted
sentence and is average over the number of predicted sen-
tences. This is depicted in eq. (10)

Avg. Overlap % =

∑
Sentence Overlap

Total no. of predicted sentences
(10)

Using this formula, average overlap for each class includ-
ing sentence, list and item is calculated. The results are pre-
sented in the table 3 for the 2 given test documents.
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Document Class Overlap *100 (%)

Document 1

Sentence 0.82
List 0.20

Items 0.16
Average 0.39

Document 2

Sentence 0.91
List 0.16
Item 0.15

Average 0.41

Table 3: Sentence Coverage on 2 documents

6.2 Analysis
The analysis on the 2 test documents on both the evaluation
metrics, gives a clear idea that deep learning model as pro-
posed in this paper, outperformed rule-based approaches. The
detection of sentences which used deep learning model was
able to learn more patterns as compared to the heuristics built
to identify lists and items. For industry applications, which is
more concerned with accuracy rather than precision, F1 score
becomes too strict metric in cases where just start and ending
indices are compared to classify a sentence, list or an item
as true positive, false positive or false negatives. Average F1
score on the 2 test documents for sentences is 0.65 with preci-
sion almost equal to recall indicating the number of false neg-
ative and false positives equal showing the dataset had com-
parable number of positive and negative sentences. The F1
scores does not give an idea for the list and items identified
by the proposed methodology as the predicted items and list
did not match exactly with the ground truth.

To get a better idea of the accuracy of the predicted list
and items, sentence coverage metric is evaluated to show the
overlap of the predicted sentences with those present in the
ground truth. Sentences show an encouraging metric of an
average score of 86.5% on the given set of 2 documents. The
list have a average of 18% and items 15.5%. The main differ-
ence in the way of identification of sentenced and list or items
is the usage of deep learning models in the former and logical
heuristics for the latter. This is also due to the reason that each
document does not follow a set of standard/universal rule for
setting up of list and items which makes their identification
tedious.

7 Conclusion and Future Work
This paper proposes a deep learning model which consists of
primarily two stages to detect a sentence. In the first stage,
positive split points to split the raw text string are found us-
ing a two uni-directional LSTMs. The sentences are split at
these points and passed through a sentence classifier based on
attention LSTMs, which classifies a sentence as well formed
or not. Not well formed sentences are passed through a merge
algorithm to finally get well formed sentences as output. The
F1 metric when tested 2 test documents presents 0.65 as the
average F1 whereas the sentence coverage gives an average
overlap of 86.5%. This paper also proposes a set of heuris-
tics to identify list and items in an unstructured document.
F1 score to evaluate the accuracy of the prediction does not
give a holistic picture as it simply matches the start and end
index to evaluate. Hence, sentence coverage is used which
gives an average of 18% for list and 15.5% on item on 2 doc-

uments. This shows the amount of overlap in the prediction
when compared with the ground truth.

A lot of work has been done in the domain of NLP to de-
tect sentences in unstructured documents and the accuracy of
detection in the proposed model in this paper is encouraging.
There is clear scope of improvement in the accuracy of de-
tection of list and items in an unstructured PDF document. A
deep learning model can be used to train a model to learn a
wide variety of features which can be helpful in detecting list
and item which will eventually increase the performance of
a wide variety of NLP applications which depend upon this
data processing step as input.
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